
WE ARE SUCCESSFUL
HERE FOR YOU!

The modern dept collection company

Modern debt collection is more successful than taking
brutal and not allowed action`s against debtors...

 
www.companyinkasso.com

TEST US!



Our company Companyinkasso has been active in the debt collection sector 
since 2019. We know that the correct processing of outstanding debts
is of great importance. The economic situation of the last few years 

shows that the time factor is decisive in collection processing. With this in mind, 
we offer our customers individual solutions, to optimize the process 

of outstanding receivables.
 

A collection agency is also a good business card for you as a creditor.
 
 

You feel a need to work with a partner, who speaks the same language 
and reacts your values and interests? Thanks to the personal contact 

with our customers and debptors it is possible for us, in 85 percent of the cases, 
find an out-of-court solution. This guarantees an efficient accounts payable

management at the lowest possible cost for our customers.
 



Benefit from our many years of experience and our network!
We have been working with regular customers for years,

who are very satisfied with our service and support.
We also do not charge any unnecessary additional costs

all contact with us is free of charge. For us, you are the focus!
 

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU!
 

Several million payment orders have been issued in Switzerland in recent years. 
The statistics show in the a steadily increasing trend for the country 

in recent the years. The cases of fraud are also increasing rapidly.
Therefore, quick action is also very important.

Don't lose time - that's what we're here for!
 



We also listen to the debtors.
 

With our modern way of working, we also deal with the debtors
and then determine with him how we can proceed so that

open claims quickly and in a decent way
can be paid.

 
It's not our kind of brute force like other debt collection companies

do that to put the debtors under so much pressure or
to blacken. We have much more success with our method,

because the debtors can also trust us.
 

Contact us without obligation for our conditions or test us once for free 
if you have an open case.

 
 

Companyinkasso
Niederhaslistrasse 4 / CH-8105 Watt

T: +41 44 840 66 56 / M: info@companyinkasso.com
www.companinkasso.com

 


